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Abstract. Association rules are one of the most used tools to discover
relationships among attributes in a database. Nowadays, there are many
eﬃcient techniques to obtain these rules, although most of them require
that the values of the attributes be discrete. To solve this problem, these
techniques discretize the numeric attributes, but this implies a loss of
information. In a general way, these techniques work in two phases: in
the ﬁrst one they try to ﬁnd the sets of attributes that are, with a
determined frequency, within the database (frequent itemsets), and in
the second one, they extract the association rules departing from these
sets. In this paper we present a technique to ﬁnd the frequent itemsets
in numeric databases without needing to discretize the attributes. We
use an evolutionary algorithm to ﬁnd the intervals of each attribute that
conforms a frequent itemset. The evaluation function itself will be the
one that decide the amplitude of these intervals. Finally, we evaluate
the tool with synthetic and real databases to check the eﬃciency of our
algorithm.

1

Introduction

Association rules were introduced in [1] as a method to ﬁnd relationships among
the attributes of a database. By means of these techniques a very interesting
qualitative information with which we can take later decisions can be obtained.
In general terms, an association rule is a relationship between attributes in the
way C1 ⇒ C2 , where C1 and C2 are pair conjunctions (attribute-value) in the
way A = v if it is a discrete attribute or A  [v1 , v2 ] if the attribute is continuous
or numeric. Generally, the antecedent is formed by a conjunction of pairs, while
the consequent usually is a unique attribute-value pair.
In most of databases can appear a rather high number of rules of this kind,
so it is essential to deﬁne some measures that allow us to ﬁlter only the most
signiﬁcant ones. The most used measures to deﬁne the interest of the rules were
described in [1]:
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– support. It is a statistical measure that indicates the ratio of the population
that satisﬁes both the antecedent and the consequent of the rule. A rule
R : C1 ⇒ C2 has a support s, if a s% of the records of the database contain
C1 and C2 .
– confidence. This measure indicates the relative frequency of the rule, that
is, the frequency with which the consequent is fulﬁlled when it is also fulﬁlled
the antecedent. A rule R : C1 ⇒ C2 has a conﬁdence c, if the c% of the
records of the database that contain C1 also contain C2 .
The goal of the techniques that search for association rules is to extract
only those that exceed some minimum values of support and confidence that are
deﬁned by the user. The greater part of the algorithms that extract association
rules work in two phases: in the ﬁrst one they try to ﬁnd the sets of attributes
that exceed the minimum value of support and, in the second phase, departing
from the sets discovered formerly, they extract the association rules that exceed
the minimum value of conﬁdence. Some of these algorithms can be seen on
[2, 9, 13, 14, 7, 8, 12].
The ﬁrst works on association rules were focused on marketing. In them the
databases are transactions that represent the purchases made by the customers.
Hence, each transaction is formed by a set of elements of variable size. These
kind of rules use to be called classic association rules. and the nomenclature
proposed for them is still being used for the diﬀerent variants of association
rules. The databases with which we will work, unlike these, will be relational
tables, that is, will consist of a set of records or tuples formed by a ﬁxed number
of continuous attributes, as can be seen in ﬁgure 1.

Fig. 1. Basketball database

In this paper we will use the deﬁnitions proposed in [1], adapting them to
the databases with which we will work.
Definition 1. Itemset. It is a set of attributes belonging to the database. Each
itemset is formed by a variable number of attributes. An itemset formed by k
attributes will be called k-itemset. In our case, an itemset is formed by pair
(attribute-range of values)
Definition 2. Frequent itemset. It is that itemset that exceed the minimum
value of support.
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Therefore, the problem of mining association rules consists, basically, in ﬁnding all the frequent itemsets and obtaining the rules departing from these sets.
All the studies and researches are focused on the ﬁrst phase, which is the most
expensive, since the second one can be considered a simple and direct process.
Most of the tools cited before work starting with the frequent itemsets of size 1
and joining them to conform frequent itemsets of a greater size in each step.
But in the real world there are numerous databases where the stored information is numeric. In these databases, attributes have thousand of possibilities of
taking one value, by this reason the process described above is unthinkable from
a computational point of view. Association rules obtained on numeric databases
will be called quantitative association rules. The problem of mining quantitative
association rules was ﬁrst introduced in [15]. These rules are a variant of classic
association rules where the value that the attribute takes in the rule is an interval instead of a discrete value. An example of this kind of rules is: if height 
[196, 201] and time  [35.3, 37.8] then assist  [0.025, 0.076].
The basic idea of the algorithm presented in their work consists in dividing the range of each numeric attribute into intervals, treating them, from that
moment onwards, as discrete attributes. That strategy is the same that have
been followed by the diverse authors that have worked with numeric databases.
Each of them uses diﬀerent methods: clustering techniques, partition of the domain into intervals of the same size, techniques to merge adjacent intervals until
reaching a maximum support, discretization by means of fuzzy sets, etc., but all
of them have in common the fact that they need information a priori from the
user. Some of these techniques can be consulted in [11, 16, 3].
The main problem of all of them lies in the fact that the data must be
prepared before applying the tool. This preparation, either by means of the user
or by means of an automatic process, conveys a loss of information because the
rules will be only generated departing from the partitions previously created.
Our goal is to ﬁnd association rules in numeric databases without the necessity of preparing previously the data. In order to get this objective we present a
tool based in an evolutionary algorithm [4] that discovers the frequent itemsets
in numeric databases. We have designed the evolutionary algorithm to ﬁnd the
intervals in each of the attributes that conforms a frequent itemset, in such a
way that the ﬁtness function itself is the one that decides the amplitude of the
intervals.

2

A Motivation Example

In ﬁgure 2 we can see the result obtained by our algorithm for the basketball
database. We have only represented two of the frequent itemsets found. The
most important of our results with regard to formerly tools is the possibility of
obtaining ranges with overlapping in diﬀerent itemsets. For example, in the ﬁrst
itemset, the best interval for height attribute is [179,198], while in the second
one, the best interval for this attribute is [175,196]. In the previously referenced
techniques, the attributes are discretized before searching the itemsets. So, if
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the discretization process ﬁnds the interval [179,198] for height attribute, the
interval [175,196] can not appear in any itemset. This fact generates a loss of
information. For example, if the minimum support is 30% and the discretization
process has created the interval [179,198] for the height attribute, the second
itemset would never be discovered because, probably, it would not exceed the
minimum support or it would be smaller than 36.31%. Nevertheless, if their
limits are slightly dynamically modiﬁed (we make it by means of mutations),
the second itemset can also be discovered.

Fig. 2. 2 itemsets discovered in basketball database

3

Preliminaries

The tool presented in this paper is based on the evolutionary algorithm theory
(EA). In order to ﬁnd the optimal itemsets, that is, those with the best support without being their intervals excessively wide, we depart from a population
where the individuals are potential itemsets. These individuals will be evolving by means of crossover and mutations, so that, at the end of the process, the
individual with the best ﬁtness will correspond with the ”best” frequent itemset.
One of the problems we ﬁnd when we work with EA theory is the convergence
of all the individuals towards the same solution. In our case, this means that all
the individuals evolve towards the same frequent itemset, that is, the individuals
that conform the last generation provide, in practice, the same information.
There are many techniques to solve this problem. Among them evolutionary
algorithm with niches and iterative rule learning [5], which is the one used in
our tool.
In this paper we develop only the ﬁrst phase of a process of mining association
rules, that is, the one that undertakes to ﬁnd the frequent itemsets, because we
use for the second phase some of the algorithm presented in the studies cited
before.

4

Practical Implementation

As it was above, the core of this tool is an EA where the individuals are the possible itemsets we want to discover. In the following sections we will see the general
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structure of the algorithm, the same that the ﬁtness function, representation of
the individuals and the meaning of the genetic operators.
4.1

GAR Algorithm

The GAR (Genetic Association Rules) algorithm is based in the theory of evolutionary algorithms and it is an extension of the GENAR algorithm presented
in [10], that search directly for the association rules, so it is necessary to prepare
the data to indicate to the tool which attributes form part of the antecedent
and which one is the consequent. Nevertheless, this process is not necessary in
GAR, because the algorithm ﬁnds the frequent itemsets and the rules are built
departing from them.

algorithm GAR
1. nItemset = 0
2. while (nItemset < N) do
3.
nGen = 0
4.
generate first population P(nGen)
5.
while (nGen < NGENERATIONS) do
6.
process P(nGen)
7.
P(nGen+1) = select individuals of P(nGen)
8.
complete P(nGen+1) by crossover
9.
make mutations in P(nGen+1)
10.
nGen++
11.
end_while
12.
I[nItemset] = choose the best of P(nGen)
13.
penalize records covered by I[nItemset]
14.
nItemset++
15. end_while
end

Fig. 3. GAR algorithm

In ﬁgure 3 the structure of the algorithm is shown. The process is repeated
until we obtain the desired number of frequent itemsets N. The ﬁrst step consists
in generating the initial population. The evolutionary algorithm takes charge
of calculating the ﬁtness of each individual and carries out the processes of
selection, crossover and mutation to complete the following generation. At the
end of the process, in step 12, the individual with the best ﬁtness is chosen and
it will correspond with one of the frequent itemsets that the algorithm returns.
The operation made in step 13 is very important. In it, records covered by the
obtained itemset in the previous step are penalized. Since this factor aﬀects
negatively to the ﬁtness function we achieve that in the following evolutionary
process the search space tends to not be repeated.
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Structure of Individuals

Due to the nature itself of the problem to solve, that is, the fact that the value
of the attributes are taken from continuous domain, we use real codiﬁcation to
represent the individuals. An individual in GAR is a k-itemset where each gene
represents the maximum and minimum values of the intervals of each attribute
that belongs to such k-itemset.

Fig. 4. Representation of an individual (n-itemset)

In general, the frequent itemsets are formed by a variable number of attributes, that is, for a database with n attributes there can be frequent itemsets
from size 2 to size n, as can be seen in ﬁgure 4, where li and ui are the limits of
the intervals corresponding to the attribute ai .
4.3

Initial Population

The generation of the initial population consists in the random creation of the
intervals of each attribute that conforms the itemset. The number of attributes
of each itemset is also chosen in a random way between 2 and the maximum
number of attributes of the database. We condition the itemesets to cover at
least a record of the database and that their intervals have a reduced size.
4.4

Genetic Operators

The genetic operators used in GAR are the usual ones, that is, selection, crossover
and mutation. For the selection, we use an elitist strategy to replicate the individual with the best ﬁtness. By means of the crossover operator we complete the
rest of the population, choosing randomly, the individuals that will be combined
to form new ones. From each crossover between two individuals two new ones are
generated, and the best adapted will pass to the next generation. Given two individuals of the population I = ([l1 , u1 ], [l3 , u3 ]) and I  = ([l1 , u1 ], [l2 , u2 ], [l3 , u3 ]),
that are going to be crossed, the crossover operator generates the following two
oﬀspring:
O1 = ([[l1 , u1 ] ∨ [l1 , u1 ]], [[l3 , u3 ] ∨ [l3 , u3 ]])
O2 = ([[l1 , u1 ] ∨ [l1 , u1 ]], [l2 , u2 ], [[l3 , u3 ] ∨ [l3 , u3 ]])
In ﬁgure 5 a possible result of the crossover operator for two itemsets of
diﬀerent size can be seen.
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Fig. 5. Example of a crossover operation

The mutation operator consists in altering one or more genes of the individual, that is, in modifying the values of some of the intervals of a itemset. For
each limit of the selected interval we have two possibilities, to increase or to
decrease its value. In this way we achieved four possible mutations: to shift the
whole interval to the left or to the right and to increase or to decrease its size.
Finally, a process of adjusting the chosen individual is carried out. This
consists in decreasing the size of its intervals until the number of covered records
be smaller than the records covered by the original itemset. Again, the goal of
this post processing is to obtain more quality rules.
4.5

Fitness Function

As any evolutionary algorithm, GAR has a function implemented in order to
evaluate the ﬁtness of the individuals and to decide which are the best candidates
in the following generations.
In our scenery, we look for the frequent itemsets with a larger support, that
is, those that cover more records in the database. But, if we use this criterion as
the only one to decide the limits of the intervals the algorithm will try to span
the complete domain of each attribute. For this reason, it is necessary to include
in the ﬁtness function some measure to limit the size of the intervals.
The ﬁtness function f for each individual is:
f (i) = covered − (marked ∗ ω) − (amplitude ∗ ψ) + (nAtr ∗ µ)

(1)

The meaning of the parameters of the ﬁtness function is the following:
– covered. It indicates the number of records that belong to the itemset that
represent to the individual. It is a measure similar to support.
– marked. It indicates that a record has been covered previously by a itemset.
We achieve with this that the algorithm tend to discover diﬀerent itemsets in
later searches. To penalize the records, we use a value that we call penalization factor (ω) to give more or least weight to the marked record, that is, we
will permit more or least overlapping between the itemsets found depending
on this value. This factor will be deﬁned by the user.
– amplitude. This parameter is very important in the ﬁtness function. Its
mission is to penalize the amplitude of the intervals that conform the itemset.
In this way, between two individuals (itemsets) that cover the same number
of records and have the same number of attributes, the best information is
given by the one whose intervals are smaller, as we can see in ﬁgure 6. By
means of the factor ψ it is achieved that the algorithm be more or least
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permissive with regard to the growth of the intervals. Within this concept,
we penalize both the mean and the maximum amplitude of the intervals.

Fig. 6. Amplitude eﬀect

– number of attributes (nAtr ). This parameter rewards the frequent itemsets with a larger number of attributes. We will be able of increasing or
decreasing its eﬀect by means of the factor µ.
All the parameters of the ﬁtness function are normalized into the unit interval. In this way all of them have the same weight when obtaining the ﬁtness of
each individual.

5

Experimental Results

To test if the developed algorithm ﬁnds in a correct way the frequent itemsets, we
have generated several synthetic databases. We have used diﬀerent functions to
distribute the values in the records of the database, in such a way that they group
on predetermined sets. The goal will be to ﬁnd, in an accurate way, the intervals
of each one of the sets artiﬁcially created. Besides, we have tested our tool
with numeric databases from the Bilkent University Function Approximation
Repository [6].
To carry out the tests, the algorithm was executed with a population of 100
individuals and 200 generations. We have chosen the following parameters in the
GAR algorithm: 15% of selected individuals for the selection operator, 50% of
crossover probability and 80% of mutation probability.
5.1

Synthetic Databases

A ﬁrst database formed by four numeric attributes and 1000 records was generated. The values were distributed, by means of a uniform distribution, into 5 sets
formed by predetermined intervals. Besides, 500 new records were added with
the idea of introducing noise in the data, distributing their values, by means of a
uniform distribution, between the minimum and maximum values of the domain
of the intervals. In table 1 the 5 sets synthetically created are shown and in table
2 we show the frequent itemsets found by GAR.
The exact support for each of the synthetically deﬁned sets is 13.34%, since
each of them cover 200 records. As can be seen in table 2, the support of each of
the sets found is quite close to such value, with a suitable size for each interval.
The results show that the algorithm behaves in a correct way when the database
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Table 1. Sets synthetically created by means of an uniform distribution
sets
A1 
A1 
A1 
A1 
A1 

[1, 15], A2  [7, 35], A3  [60, 75], A4  [0, 25]
[5, 30], A2  [25, 40], A3  [10, 30], A4  [25, 50]
[45, 60], A2  [55, 85], A3  [20, 25], A4  [50, 75]
[75, 77], A2  [0, 40], A3  [58, 60], A4  [75, 100]
[10, 30], A2  [0, 30], A3  [65, 70], A4  [100, 125]

Table 2. Frequent itemsets found by GAR
frequent itemsets
[1, 15], [6, 35], [60, 76], [0, 26]
[5, 30], [24, 40], [10, 30], [26, 51]
[44, 61], [55, 84], [20, 35], [50, 75]
[74, 77], [0, 40], [58, 60], [75, 101]
[9, 29], [0, 30], [62, 71], [102, 125]

sup(%) #records
13.40
201
13.07
196
13.34
200
13.34
200
12.80
192

contains a set of records that can not be grouped in any frequent itemsets. The
values used in the ﬁtness function were: ω=0.7, ψ=0.6 and µ=0.7.
The ﬁrst experiment was carried out creating sets independent among them,
that is, without overlapping. In order to test if the tool works properly when the
sets have records in common, a second database was created in the same way
that the ﬁrst one but with overlapping among the sets. In this case 600 records
with the values distributed into 3 sets were generated and other 200 records were
added to generate noise. In table 3 the three sets synthetically created are shown
and in table 4 we show the frequent itemsets found by GAR.
Table 3. Sets synthetically created with overlapping
sets
A1  [18, 33], A2  [40, 57], A3  [35, 47]
A1  [1, 15], A2  [7, 30], A3  [0, 20]
A1  [10, 25], A2  [20, 40], A3  [15, 35]

The penalization factor was decreased to carry out this test in order to permit
overlapping among the itemsets. The values used in the ﬁtness function were:
ω= 0.4, ψ = 0.6 and µ = 0.7. In both examples we can see that the sizes of
the intervals have been reduced to discover the smallest intervals that cover the
larger number of records.
The next test was carried out to test the behaviour of the tool when the
itemsets are of a variable size. For this test we used the ﬁrst database but
distributing the values only among some of the attributes. In table 5 the ﬁve
sets synthetically created are shown and in table 6 we show the frequent itemsets
found by GAR.
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Table 4. Frequent itemsets found by GAR
frequent itemsets
[16, 32], [41, 57], [35, 46]
[1, 16], [7, 30], [1, 22]
[11, 25], [19, 41], [13, 35]
[1, 24], [7, 37], [0, 34]

sup(%) #records
22.12
177
27.38
219
23.88
191
49.50
396

Table 5. Sets variable size
sets
A1 
A2 
A2 
A1 
A1 

[1, 15], A2  [7, 35], A4  [0, 25]
[25, 40], A3  [10, 30], A4  [25, 50]
[55, 85], A4  [50, 75]
[75, 77], A2  [0, 40], A3  [58, 60], A4  [75, 100]
[10, 30], A3  [65, 70]

The result of the test shows how the tool found the predeﬁned frequent itemsets. Besides, two new sets appeared as a consequence of the random distribution
of the rest of the values. In this test the penalization factor and the number of
attributes were loosen to ﬁnd itemsets of variable size. The values used in the
ﬁtness function were: ω = 0.5, ψ = 0.6 and µ = 0.45.
5.2

Real-Life Databases

With the idea of evaluating our tool with real databases, we carried out some
experiments using the Bilkent University Function Approximation Repository.
Due to the fact that the performance of the tool is based in a EA, we have
carried out ﬁve times the proofs in the examples and the results ﬁt in with the
average values of such proofs. In 7 the results obtained are shown. The ﬁrst
and second column indicate the number of records and the number of numeric
attributes of each database respectively. The third column (#itemsets) indicates
the mean number of frequent itemsets found. The value of the column support
indicates the mean of support of the found itemsets, while size shows the mean
number of attributes of the itemsets. The column %amplitude indicates the mean
size of the intervals that conform the set. This measure is signiﬁcant to test that
the intervals of the sets are not too many ample. The last column (%records)
shows the percentage of records covered by the found itemsets on the total
records.
Due to the fact of not knowing a priori the distribution of the values of the
records, we use a minimum support of 20% and thresholds of ω = 0.4, ψ =
0.7 and µ = 0.5 to carry out this tests. The tool found frequent itemsets with
high values of support but without expanding the intervals in excess (amplitude
percentage below 30%).
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Table 6. Frequent itemsets found by GAR
frequent itemsets
[1, 15], [8, 34], [0, 24]
[25, 38], [12, 30], [24, 46]
[55, 77], [50, 73]
[75, 78], [1, 37], [58, 61], [75, 100]
[10, 30], [64, 70]
A2  [0, 40], A3  [13, 70]
A1  [0, 31], A3  [9, 73]

sup(%) #records
10.94
164
10.20
153
11.60
174
12.40
186
14.07
211
42.74
641
33.47
502

Table 7. Results for real-life databases
Database
records #att #itemsets support size %ampl %records
baskball (BK)
96
5
5.6
36.69 3.38 25
100
bodyfat (FA)
252
18
4.2
65.26 7.45 29
86
bolts (BL)
40
8
5.6
25.97 5.29 34
77.5
pollution (PO)
60
16
4.8
46.55 7.32 15
95
quake (QU)
2178
4
6.9
38.65 2.33 25
87.5
sleep (SL)
62
8
5.2
35.91 4.21
5
79.03
stock price (SP) 950
10
6.8
45.25 5.8
26
99.26
vineyard (VY)
52
4
6.6
36.08
3
17
100

6

Conclusions

We have presented in this paper a tool to discover association rules in numeric
databases without the necessity of discretizing a priori, the domain of the attributes. In this way the problem of ﬁnding rules only with the intervals created
before starting the process is avoided. We have used an evolutionary algorithm
to ﬁnd the most suitable amplitude of the intervals that conform a k-itemset,
so that they have a high support value without being the intervals too wide.
We have carried out several test to check the tools behaviour in diﬀerent data
distributions, obtaining satisfactory results if the frequent itemsets have no overlapping, if they have overlapping and if they are of a variable size. Nowadays, we
are studying new measures to include in the ﬁtness function and to ﬁnd, with
more accuracy, the size of the intervals in a k-itemset.
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